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‘Against The Wind’ - FDA + CDC Abandon Science to Get Products Across the Line With Toby Rogers

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

"Why the Rush for Toddler Vaccines?" asks Wall Street Journal editorial board member Allysia

Finley in a July 4, 2022, op-ed.  Indeed, many are asking that same question, and I'm glad the legacy

media's WSJ had the courage to print it.

In the last days of June 2022, the United States became the Jrst country in the world to grant

emergency use authorization (EUA) for PJzer's and Moderna's COVID jabs for toddlers as young as

6 months.

The Food and Drug Administration issued the EUA June 17,  and the very next day, the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention recommended all toddlers get the shot as soon as possible.

President Biden called it "a very historic milestone, a monumental step forward."  But is it?

"COVID was clearly a health emergency for adults in 2020. By contrast, the urgency now

feels political," Finley writes.  "In fact, we don't know if the vaccines are safe and effective.

The rushed FDA action was based on extremely weak evidence.

It's one thing to show regulatory Hexibility during an emergency. But for children, COVID

isn't an emergency. The FDA bent its standards to an unusual degree and brushed aside

troubling evidence that warrants more investigation."

Another person who thinks the EUA of the COVID shot for infants is part of political theater is Toby

Rogers, Ph.D. In the video above, he discusses the authorization process — which he watched live —

with "Against the Wind" host Paul Thomas. Rogers reveals how the FDA and CDC "trampled

scientiJc norms, ran roughshod over proper methods and abandoned science." He tells Thomas:

"What you want from a process like this is good science — having hard conversations and

sifting through evidence of signals and noises in order to make good decisions on behalf of

the country. What you get instead is politics — getting products across the line no matter

what."

COVID Is Inconsequential for Young Children

Finley points out that only 209 children between the ages of 6 months and 4 years have died from

COVID, per CDC data.  She uses the word "from," but the evidence suggests most children die "with"

COVID and from other serious health conditions such as cancer.

That said, Finley does note that the two children in PJzer's pediatric trial who developed the most

serious infections "also tested positive for other viruses," so "it's possible that many

hospitalizations attributed to COVID this winter were actually instigated or exacerbated by other

viruses."

Another telling statistic is that the number of toddlers hospitalized with COVID between October

2020 and September 2021 was about half the total number of toddlers hospitalized with in`uenza

the previous winter.  That data, again, comes from the CDC, so clearly, they're fully aware of how

the COVID risk compares to other common infections.

Shots Don't Work Well in Young Children

Finley then goes on to discuss effectiveness, noting that while the shots initially seemed to offer

robust protection for adults, the same cannot be said for children. The Moderna shot was only 51%

effective against symptomatic Omicron infection in 6-month-olds to 2-year-olds, and a mere 37%

effective in 2- to 5-year-olds.

This is lower than what we normally accept for vaccines, which makes the authorization even more

irrational. Why use such an experimental injection with such poor effectiveness in children who

aren't at grave risk of death from the infection in the Jrst place? PJzer, meanwhile, claimed its shot

was 80% effective, "but this is misleading," Finley says, and goes on to explain:

"For one, PLzer contravened numerous clinical-trial conventions. Its initial protocol involved

only two doses, but this failed to generate the antibody levels required for FDA approval. So

PLzer added a third dose, which the FDA generously allowed. Usually the agency won't let

drugmakers make a course correction when a trial ends in failure.

PLzer then planned to track at least 21 cases to establish a bare-bones measure of

eScacy. By comparison, Moderna tracked more than 250 cases. Yet PLzer truncated its

data collection on April 29 ... even though a mere 10 cases had been recorded after the

third dose.

It's hard not to conclude that PLzer cut corners to avoid getting beaten by Moderna. But as

a result too few cases were documented to measure with any degree of conLdence PLzer's

vaccine eScacy ...

More troubling, vaccinated toddlers in PLzer's trial were more likely to get severely ill with

COVID than those who received a placebo. PLzer claimed most severe cases weren't

'clinically signiLcant,' whatever that means, but this was all the more reason that the FDA

should have required a longer follow-up before authorizing the vaccine.

Also worrisome: Most kids who developed multiple infections during the trial were

vaccinated. This warranted more investigation, since experimental vaccines for other

diseases sometimes increase susceptibility to infection.

Scientists are also discovering that triple-vaccinated adults who were previously infected

with the Wuhan variant have a weaker immune response to Omicron, leaving them more

susceptible to reinfection. This phenomenon, called 'immunological imprinting,' could

explain why children who received three PLzer shots were more likely to get reinfected."

CDC and FDA Are Recklessly Throwing Caution to the Wind

Basically, the CDC and FDA are betting that giving the COVID jab won't blunt toddlers' immune

responses to other infections, be it a SARS-CoV-2 variant or something else. This is reckless in the

extreme, seeing how the immune system of young children is still immature and faces countless

potential foes on a daily basis.

This ongoing "training" that the immune system undergoes during the Jrst few years of a child's life

is what allows them to develop a well-functioning immune system over time. Immunological

imprinting could throw a huge wrench in the works, making children less able to combat infections.

Young children are exceptionally "hardy" and can bounce back from most infections. However,

that's provided something hasn't been done that prevents their immune system from functioning

normally. Of course, we also know the shots are associated with even more serious effects,

including heart in`ammation, neurological disorders and cancer.

"The FDA standard for approving vaccines in otherwise healthy people, especially children, is

supposed to be higher than for drugs that treat the sick. But the FDA conspicuously lowered its

standards to approve COVID vaccines for toddlers. Why?" Finley asks.  Why indeed? What are they

thinking?

Sadly, they're likely not thinking about children's health at all, but rather Big Pharma's proJts. The

EUA authorization of the COVID jab for toddlers eliminates all questions about whether the FDA and

CDC are captured by pharma or not. They are.

That's now beyond clear, and the consequences of this blatant capture are likely to be far-reaching.

It could even destroy the childhood vaccination program as a whole, as parents are now catching

on to the fact that these agencies are corrupt to the core and basically work as covert promotional

agencies for Big Pharma.

CDC Is Breaking Trust in Childhood Vaccination

Leslie Bienen and Tracy Beth Hoeg addressed the CDC's self-imposed self-destruction in a July 5,

2022, Tablet magazine article,  in which they noted that "With its unscientiJc push to vaccinate all

infants and toddlers against COVID, the agency will harm vaccine uptake for more signiJcant

diseases."

The duo cites polling data  showing a majority of parents are skeptical of the CDC's

recommendation to jab their young children. Only 18% of respondents said they were eager to get

their babies and toddlers inoculated, while 38% said they would wait and see if there are side

effects; 27% said they would "deJnitely not" get their child jabbed.

“ According to a January 2022 Hart poll, only 44%
of Americans believe what the CDC says.”

For comparison, COVID "vaccine" uptake among American 5- to 11-year-olds as of June 22, 2022,

was 29% for two doses and 36% for one dose.  In my view, even 18% of parents of infants — nearly

1 in 5 — is too high, and a sign that many still aren't accessing information that might save them

from a world of heartache.

Other interesting polls cited by Bienen and Hoeg include a January 2022 Hart poll,  which found

only 44% of Americans believe what the CDC says. That does not bode well for the CDC, and not

just as it pertains to COVID, but other vaccinations as well.

Indeed, one of the few silver linings of COVID is that people are starting to wake up in droves,

realizing the entire childhood vaccination program has been misrepresented, just like the COVID

shots are being misrepresented. For example, I recently interviewed Dr. Robert Malone, who stated:

"I'm now completely in the same camp as Bobby Kennedy, in that I believe the entire

vaccine enterprise needs to be revisited, and it's unequivocal. We do not have the data to

support the safety and eScacy of the current pediatric vaccine schedule, and all of the

components of the pediatric vaccine schedule need to be reassessed for risk beneLt ratio.

Both as individual products and as combined products."

That interview hasn't been published yet, but will be coming out shortly. He too has noticed that

many are now starting to question ALL vaccines, thanks to the FDA's and CDC's irrational and

unscientiJc approach to the COVID jabs. As noted by Bienen and Hoeg:

"Speaking in absolutes about vaccine safety and eScacy regardless of trial standards can

backLre ... Furthermore, if the identiLcation of safety signals is not quickly acknowledged,

it becomes even harder to recover trust."

By now, some 18 months into the COVID jab rollout, it's clear the FDA and CDC are paying no

attention to safety signals whatsoever, and if they ever change course and acknowledge that 2.2

million-plus adverse event reports,  including more than 29,000 deaths, are a problem, it'll be far

too late for them to recover. They're essentially done for. There's no coming back from a betrayal

like this.

Why Did Two-Thirds of Toddlers Drop Out of PJzer's Trial?

When you consider how shoddy the pediatric trials were, I don't see how any parent would risk

giving the COVID jab to their child. As explained by Bienen and Hoeg:

"Approval for the COVID vaccines in infants and toddlers is based on two trials that used

changes in antibody levels as an estimate of eScacy, but did not assess protection from

severe disease, hospitalization or multisystem inHammatory syndrome in children (MIS-C),

important outcomes that parents worry about.

In a Food and Drug Administration (FDA) meeting on June 28, PLzer Vice President for

Viral Vaccines, Kena Swanson even acknowledged  that 'there is no established correlate'

between antibody levels and protection from disease.

In the PLzer trial, the conLdence interval — which shows the possible range of protection

level — was alarmingly wide, with the lower bound suggesting the possibility of a 380%

increase in the chance of infection after the third dose.

Additionally, neither trial met the 50% eScacy requirement established by the FDA for

approval of adult COVID vaccines. Peter Marks, the FDA's top vaccine oScial, told

Congress in May that the eScacy requirement would be lowered for the pediatric vaccine

simply because vaccine eScacy against the omicron variant was lower in general."

In "How Vaccine Trials Routinely Rig the Results," I also discussed other red `ags, such as the fact

that 3,000 of the 4,526 children (aged 6 months through 4 years) enrolled in PJzer's pediatric

COVID trial were excluded, without explanation.

Oftentimes, trial participants drop out or are excluded due to severe side effects. Here, we don't

know why two-thirds of the participants were eliminated, and according to Dr. Clare Craig, a

diagnostic pathologist, a 66% dropout rate should have been suhcient to deem the trial null and

void (see video below).

With so few participants, it not only becomes impossible to determine ehcacy against real

endpoints such as severe infection and hospitalization, but you also cannot determine if there are

rare side effects.

It's All About Securing IndemniJcation

The stark truth we now face is that the FDA and CDC are no longer in the business of protecting

public health. They are securing proJts for the drug industry, and getting EUA for infants and young

children is a crucial step toward securing permanent legal indemnity for the drug makers.

As explained by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., in the short video clip above, they need this last remaining

age group to be included under the EUA, because once the emergency is Jnally declared "over," the

next phase of liability shielding requires that the shots receive approval by the CDC's Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP).

This is the group that decides which vaccines are to be added to the childhood vaccination

schedule. Once the vaccine is on the childhood vaccination schedule, the vaccine makers are

permanently shielded from liability for injuries and deaths that occur in any age group, including

adults.

You can learn more about this indemniJcation process in "The Real Reason They Want to Give

COVID Jabs to Kids," which features my interview with Alix Mayer, board president of the Children's

Health Defense's California chapter.

So, the reason the FDA and CDC are acting so irrationally and ignoring safety signals is because

they are not working to protect you. They're working for the drug industry, and they've just sold out

our children.

The end goal is to give drug companies permanent immunity against liability for injury and death

from the COVID shots in all age groups, and to get there, they Jrst need the EUA to cover all

children.

After that, the ACIP approval becomes more or less a matter of rubber stamping. This is what

they've become, and I see no future in which these two agencies survive. All we need is enough

people to understand what they've done, and that day is coming.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,888 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The real reason they want to give Covid jabs to children goes far beyond anything listed in this article. Children are the future of every

society on the planet. The future envisioned by the megalomaniacs and psychopaths running the Covid operation is the planetary

Unistate, ruled by the globalist elite themselves, of course. Political medicine is the pathway to one-world totalitarian governance. We are

in the midst of a planetary coup d 'etat via medical tyranny. The asymmetric warfare weapons of choice in this globalist war on humanity

are syringes - no bullets, tanks, or bombs required.

The frontline soldiers in globalism’s war on humanity are trusted doctors, most of whom have no idea they have been conscripted, and are

globalism's biggest useful idiots of all! It is absolutely essential that people, especially doctors, understand we are a world at war. A

peacetime mentality does not recognize acts of war. The FDA and CDC are not acting irrationally, they are committing acts of war against

children! Only a wartime mentality recognizes political medicine disguised as public health. Wake up America - it is later than you think!
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Exactly! The docs are the font men - willingly or unwillingly - doing the bidding of those closer to the top of the pyramid. This piece

lays out that pyramidal structure. secularheretic.substack.com/.../how-the-few-control-the-many
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You nailed it.
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Yes, humanity is in a world at war where the elite coup to kill us or enslave us. It is medical and political tyranny on the way to the

Great Reset, where the World Economic Forum is engaged in a series of deeply interrelated agendas that will impose substantive

changes in 200 areas of human life for those left alive. World crises are often provoked, and others unleashed by the corruption of

institutions, and large multinationals, which take advantage of the situation to grow, while the poor are getting poorer. If justice

would reign in this world, many political leaders, corrupt institutions and large pharmaceutical, agri-food and chemical

corporations should wear masks and glasses with very dark glass, so as not to be recognized, and locked up for life in prison.

These interrelated agendas include the implementation of the elite's eugenics program that will give them full control of the

remaining transhuman population in a world ruled by technocrats. The Global Elite is both mad and criminal, its members have no

idea what it means to experience 'ordinary' human life, with its daily struggles and occasional triumphs.

These programs include efforts to develop and deploy relevant technologies that will subvert human identity, human freedom,

human dignity, hum www.globalresearch.ca/elite-coup-kill-enslave-us-why-cant-governments-..  (July 25, 2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/global-elites-kill-control-agenda-destroying-foo..  (February 01, 2022)

feelingsJrstblog.wordpress.com/key-articles/global-elite-is-insane-re..

 desultoryheroics.com/2021/10/01/killing-off-humanity-how-the-global-el..
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* "Why the Rush for Toddler Vaccines?" asks Wall Street Journal editorial board." Interesting. Possibly, just possibly this could be a major

crack in the dam. An old timer once stated that if you watch the Wall Street Journal you might be able to cipher more of the truth, because

the Machine is less inclined to lie to each other. The reason to authorize COVID jabs for toddlers is the drug industry needs this age group

to be included under the EUA for legal indemnity purposes - to become legal untouchables in their rigged systems. They set the

groundwork for this by constantly changing deJnitions, guidelines for some of this decades in advance. It is a never ending problem

across the board as the worst offenders for Global Monopolies have captured nearly any institutions Public or Private.

Even the smallest or mid-sized enterprise cannot function without bowing the kiss the ring. In the end, it does them no good as they get

swallowed up by the beast. This why we have so few real small family farms, truck gardens or local infrastructures to maintain healthy

strong local endeavors. The Global Monopolies over the decades have captured watchdog institutions to include not just gov't's, but even

citizen watchdog institutions to pass laws to lockout the competition. Now the citizen groups & Gov't take the heat & blame to act as a

shield for Predator$.
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Yes, JUST, well deJned: "The reason to authorize COVID jabs for toddlers is the drug industry needs this age group to be included

under the EUA for legal indemnity purposes - to become legal untouchables in their rigged systems." It is a crime against humanity

for children to be "vaccinated". The letter that CHD, along with Board Chairman and Lead Counsel Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., sent to top

public health ohcials and the FDA, the Vaccine and Related Biologics Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) Urging them to reject PJzer's

application to the US for its COVID vaccine intended for children under 5 is denouncing a serious attack on children's health: “We

are writing to put you on notice that you should recommend this pediatric EUA vaccine to children under Jve years old, CHD is

poised to take legal action against you.

CHD will seek to hold you accountable for recklessly endangering this population with a product that has little, no, or even negative

net ehcacy but which may put them, without warning, at risk of many adverse health consequences, including heart damage,

stroke and other thrombotic events and reproductive harms.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/press-release/chd-and-robert-f-kennedy-jr-c..  infants-and-children-under-Jve/ (02/10/2022) Crime is

higher if the children are under 5 years old. 10 red `ags in the risk-beneJt analysis of the request to inject children

tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-`ags-in-the-fdas-risk-beneJt
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After receiving her Jrst dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, Li Jun's 4-year-old girl developed a fever and cough. After the second shot,

a swelling appeared around her daughter's eyes. For weeks, the girl complained of pain in her legs, where bruises began to appear.

In January, a few weeks after the second dose, the 4-year-old boy was diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia. He is among

hundreds of Chinese who belong to a social media group who claim to have or have a household member with leukemia, which

developed after receiving Chinese vaccines.

Eight of them conJrmed the situation when The Epoch Times.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-nw-children-china-leukemia-v..  (03/14/2022).------------- VACCINES, CANADIAN AND

AUSTRALIAN GROUPS TELL PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICIALS Groups in Canada and Australia are urging public health ohcials to

reconsider rolling out COVID-19 vaccines for young children, following the authorization earlier this month in both countries of

Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine for children ages 6 months to 5 years.

The Australian Vaccine-risks Network (AVN) on July 19 sent an open letter to Dr. Brendan Murphy, secretary of Australia’s

Department of Health and Aged Care, voting members of the Australian Technical Advisory Group on Immunisation and members

of parliament threatening to “move forward with preparations for seeking the intervention of the Federal Court of Australia” if

ohcials don’t respond. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/canada-australia-covid-vaccines-yo..  (07/25/22)
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js - Nicely said. Guillermou - They are, after all, the most innocent age group. To in`ict this upon them is monstrous. The perps

need to be hung publicly.
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The CDC Is SacriJcing Kids for Big Pharma
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In late June 2022, the United States became the Jrst country in the world to grant emergency use authorization (EUA) for PJzer’s and

Moderna’s COVID jabs for toddlers as young as 6 months. The Food and Drug Administration issued the EUA June 17, and the very next day,

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommended all toddlers get the shot as soon as possible

*

The pediatric EUA was based on extremely weak evidence — and that’s after the FDA lowered its ehcacy requirements for the pediatric

population, even though they have the lowest risk of COVID and therefore have the least need for the shots

*

With this recommendation, the FDA and CDC have evaporated any last vestiges of trust they may have held onto. The reason they

authorized COVID jabs for toddlers is because the drug industry needs this age group to be included under the EUA for legal indemnity

purposes

*

Once the emergency is over, the next phase of liability shielding requires that the shots receive approval by the CDC’s Advisory Committee

on Immunization Practices (ACIP). Once the COVID jab is on the childhood vaccination schedule, the vaccine makers are permanently

shielded from liability for injuries and deaths that occur in any age group, including adults

*

The FDA and CDC have sold out America’s children. Once enough people realize what they’ve done, they and the entire childhood vaccine

program will be Jnished, as no one will trust any of the vaccines on the schedule. Already, only 44% of Americans believe what the CDC says

*
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BOMBSHELL: Dr. Clare Craig Exposes How Pfizer Twisted Their Clinical Trial Data for Young Children
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Long list of offenders take heed, there is no greater crime than deliberate injury to children.
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I have been thinking about one way propaganda can be used. Let's say, for example, there is a battle between 2 sides, good and evil. So

the evil side decides to hijack the language. This can also create confusion among the good people. It would not be so unusual. When

there is politics involved the truth is usually 180-degrees different than what people are told.  Changing the meaning of words is like

sands shifting beneath our feet. I see this happening a lot.  Isaiah 5:20  Many vocabulary words we grew up with no longer have the same

meaning. When you hijack language, you also hold history and culture hostage.
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True! Isaiah 5:20-24   [20] Woe to those who call evil good     and good evil,   who put darkness for light     and light for darkness,  

who put bitter for sweet     and sweet for bitter!   [21] Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes,     and shrewd in their own sight!

  [22] Woe to those who are heroes at drinking wine,     and valiant men in mixing strong drink,   [23] who acquit the guilty for a

bribe,     and deprive the innocent of his right!   [24] Therefore, as the tongue of Jre devours the stubble,     and as dry grass sinks

down in the `ame,   so their root will be as rottenness,     and their blossom go up like dust;   for they have rejected the law of the

LORD of hosts,     and have despised the word of the Holy One of Israel.
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This is an old practice condensed down into a Jne art. We grow up in a time frame & words or certain messages are learned & then

in our later years they are twisted & deformed for the most part without much notice. Then parents with the best of hopes &

expectations herd & encourage our children to follow suit. By the time their children are in the mix, the damage has been done.

Then the people in our age group may notice & new campaigns of deliberate fog are already in the mix. It is one of the things

keeping us Alone & never truly connecting together in meaningful ways. Those of us with some memory intact & having the life to

know the bigger picture, the whole & real history becomes a minority in the sea of voices.

We are also painted as being dumber, not educated to see the Kings wonderful wardrobe, meanwhile a new wave of the people

who are institutionally educated are informed about sections of new techs, or Jelds, have yet to live through enough life situations

to see the things education cannot completely provide & in some cases if at all. We, the people who have lived through enough or

had the school of hard knocks educate us have an Innate Immune Awareness to Bull Spit we can talk about but cannot transfer the

actual experience.

Those who experience something personally understand it perfectly. By removing those with the strongest Innate Awareness to

Bull Spit leaves the younger without those who voices might Jnally be heard with deeper meaning as the younger start having

similar or the same experiences. Para$itic Predator$ constantly change words, deJnitions is leaving us chasing the lies around the

world all while we are trying to wake people up who are still half asleep. When Global Monopolies are the Gov't, there is no Gov't.

For a shot at proper Gov't the people have to be independent & strong enough to provide our own needs locally, & a Gov't has to

work with us, not against us.
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Subrogation is the changing or adding to the deJnition of a word. It allows a double meaning for the word and thereby a second

language within the original language. I live in the country 50 miles from two major cities and am horriJed by the lack of education

and the blind acceptance of such. The schools have reduced the requirements to graduate not once but twice. I am not sure it

exists here but I have heard they are no longer teaching cursive writing and therefore reducing it to a foreign language. Among

many things that bother me is there is no provision in the constitution for a "department of education". Yet the fastest growing

department in the federal government is this department of education. All the while the reproduction rate in this country, from what

I have read, is 1.8. These reproduction numbers are falling world wide . We are being dumbed down and thinned out.
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Sometimes they get their dinger stuck in the door though. How about this? Heard recently we are being called Vax Truthers.

Giggling yet? A little Freudian slip, projections 101? If we are Vax Truthers doesn't that make them Vax Liars?
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Yes Almond, Language deJnes and contains reality...words beget thoughts which become things. Since pharma owns the media,

no alternative views are presented or allowed..Language correctness cages minds.
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Yes, fear-based medicine, not science-based medicine, is what the CDC and FDA are pushing. Western medicine has misled most

Americans into believing that they will easily die from infectious diseases if they don't get all the shots. Most Americans fully

believe in the ehcacy and safety of vaccines because they believe the "science" of all of this is enough to make it so, and because

they trust the nation's regulatory agencies to reassure them that all of it. ” is the safest option. Misinformation and deception are

the foundation of bad science. The “science” of prescription opioid painkillers led America down a dark corridor of addiction and

death.

How can so much corruption be covered up for so long? The key way that deadly vaccines have been perpetually regarded as "safe

and effective," is that Big Pharma has covered up all the insane damage these injections have caused to the population over the

last few decades. The vaccine industry has been experimenting on children, prisoners and mental health patients for decades, and

falsifying research to make it appear that these unethical and unsafe experiments yielded results to justify "drugs" with serious

side effects and "vaccines" deadly.

There is a desperate lack of real information on vaccine safety and the frequency of vaccine harm. The mainstream media remains

fully complicit in this by dismissing the legitimacy of vaccine harm and smearing anyone who dares to question the safety of

vaccines. Institutions prevent the American public from learning the truth about the harm vaccines can cause. They protect

vaccine manufacturers at a terrible cost to the people of this country, not just in dollars, but because of the sheer volume of people

affected by vaccine injuries.
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Barbara Loe has a long history of speaking out against vaccines. Barbara has revealed how America's corporate science culture

warfare re`ects crimes against humanity. These people, the "vaccine promoters," ignore real science and use grossly underhanded

tactics of fear mongering, social shaming, and outright lies about scientiJc fact to demonize informed parents and attempt to

criminalize those who ask intelligent, scientiJc questions about vaccines. vaccine safety. As Barbara Loe Fisher explains,

America's modern scientiJc philosophy called "utilitarianism" is pushing toxic vaccines on children and adults. Rational thought

has been the Jrst casualty in this 21st century equivalent of a 17th century witch hunt led by defensive physicians in government,

industry, academia, and the media.

Aided by media conglomerates they piously wave the `ag of science and call parents “antisocial” if they don't vaccinate but

completely ignore parents with vaccine-injured children who talk about how their vaccinated children will never be healthy again.

Some of the cruelest attacks have been against families who consciously chose to stay healthy in a different way and against

doctors who treat families whose children are not vaccinated.

www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/March-2015/the-vaccine-culture-war-in-a..  Videos of Barbara Loe

www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=Barbara%20Loe%20&page=1&upl..
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Think about it- there is no need whatsoever for a FEDERAL department of education. The states, and cities can oversee schooling

along with the boards of education which are all corrupt enough anyway.
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CDC changed the meaning of the word vaccine.
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First the WHO changed the deJnition of a pandemic in 2009. Then, in September of 2021, the CDC changed the deJnition of a

vaccine, to match the products that are being pushed on everyone. Then the deJnition of herd immunity was changed. The latest is

that they are now trying to change the deJnition of "recession".
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You are SO correct. Language also separates and marginalizes people. I am 62. Occasionally when I am out, I come across a group

of young people talking. The mercilessly repeated F word is the only one I can still understand.
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Six months old is not a toddler. It’s a baby.
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I thought the same.
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The mRNA Vaxxx coverup has sunk to new levels...local CBS ahliate decided to address young athletes having heart attacks and

dropping dead on the Jeld. First they claimed this has been common for years, then fake doctor blaming standard physicals for not

including EKGs..so you can get yours for $200. bucks. The last bunch of dead kids was of course ruled "natural causes" when in fact it

was they shot they were mandated to get. Everytime I check the "news" instead of watching cartoons, a new propaganda puzzle appears.
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Yes, Randall, the cover-up and disinformation is the base where the corrupt World of BigPharma and its government allies sit. As

Dr. Mercola reports: “Clotting and/or hemorrhaging is due to the fact that your immune system will attack and destroy the cells

inside your vascular system that produce spike protein.” Cary Watkins conJrms embalmer Richard Hirschman's story about telltale

blood clots - The fact checkers could not explain away what was happening. Their attack was predictable, and I predicted on

Substack the seven reasons they would fail.

- The CDC is not investigating this at all. The mainstream media isn’t either. They should be since these clots appear to be a major

cause of death in America and can explain the completely unexpected and unexplained 40% rise in deaths of people under 65

reported by OneAmerica. - Recently, two high school basketball players died on the same day, a Black Swan event. Both exhibited

symptoms consistent with a vaccine-caused death. Nobody is asking any questions.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/cary-watkins-conJrms-embalmer-richard?toke..  (02/14/2022) There has been an increase in heart

conditions in the UK and the US, but the media has been hard at work trying to normalize heart conditions and is now even

attributing them to everyday acts.

They are still ignoring the most likely cause of the increase, which is vaccine harm, and their reluctance to warn the public about

possible adverse effects of taking the vaccine adds to their complicity in CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/10/media-normalising-heart-conditions-shows-the..  (02/11/2022)
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Gui, RrrrealRose sent me this link where Dr. Seneff details the fraud of vaxxxing...www.bitchute.com/.../zluQKVLecToI   ... and how

lipid protected spike proteins migrate, cause protein misfolding and do damage. The destruction of interferon production could I

think be reversed with huge dosing of Vitamin C to activate innate immunity. And VIt D with adequate sulfation;

NAC/RALA/MSM/sulforaphane. Funny she never mentioned that covid virus itself was a manmade bioweapon?
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Information is leaking out around mainstream media's blockade. Younger generations are not reading mainstream or watching

Pharma TV shows. The Highwire readership has jumped by several million according to Del BigTree. Appears they are losing

ground, as reports repeated by Karen Kingston on her recent Corona Committee discussion, is the reason many of the toddlers

dropped out of the trials (around 3000) was they were getting repeat seizures after the Jrst shot. Question is are enough people

are informed yet or still glued to the "ohcial bunkus narrative". Still only 6 degrees of separation, time is short for the money shot

side to maneuver, thus more and more illogical, illegal and desperate grabs.

Can u hear their swan song off in the distance? Regardless, It may still get uglier. According to several people with inside

information, nearly every rule and regulation put in place in the FDA for speciJc safety concerns has already been broken, this

occurred from the get-go treating these as vaccns and not genetic therapies, but these guys are absolutely desperate to get on the

children's shot schedule, and could dream up other ways to implement this.
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Forbidden, the real question is HOW Much can be reversed, yes? My take is once these shots get into the cells and merge w dna,

only some level of reversal is possible, yes? Judy said early on or in one of her books that Interferon was taken off the market by

Merck(?) well before these shots went into production, appears part of the 10-year running plan.
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Rrrreal; What will it take? Our president, congress, bureaucracy and media are compromised six ways to Sunday, our economy

`ounders, crime is rampant and over half Americans suffer paycheck to paycheck. Fake demonstrations dominate the "news" while

real protests are ignored. We have more bioweapon emergencies in the pipeline, the possibility of indefensible nuclear

annihilation, environmental collapse/famine, and face inJltration by CCP operatives. Will we ever see reality coming before it

whacks our empty heads? Most assassinations in ancient Rome occurred near the end of its run in the third century A.D..

Lack of rainfall, building timber and food have been listed as probable causes for the removal of emperors. Massive in`ation,

disease outbreaks, abject cruelty and costly wars (sound familiar?) are also given as reasons for the removal of at least thirteen

tyrants from Caligula to Julius Caesar. Can we learn from history? Given the fear among its citizens and the defensive nature of

government, our modern dictators must have. Sri Lanka just had a real insurrection, but was scarcely covered in the mainstream

media, lest our "emperors" suffer indigestion and lose sleep.
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Yeah: The DoJ appears bought by Pharma and SCOTUS is way out of balance. Who is left? If enough fully boosted congresspeople

get covid, maybe this will be the wakeup call? [AGAIN, a giant housing bubble is underway, missing from yer list, for a repeat of

2007-2008?] and this just showed up for the EU: voluntary n gas rationing:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/european-union-agrees-to-voluntary-natura..
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Given the extension and overwhelming list of the current childhood schedule, which is signiJcantly different and greater than when I was

a child, it is hard for any parent (or grandparent) to not take note now. The majority on the list are for essentially benign diseases and the

ones that are signiJcant are so rare, it's almost they just tack it on because they can.  Most people think this just started with covid. They

clearly are not aware that varicella, aka chicken pox, an entirely benign childhood disease, was placed on this schedule as well since

1986. So then the matter then becomes, well disease is essentially prevented, so that's good right? My seeing the trade off and what is

compromised I do not believe is for the better.
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Agreed about benign or common diseases. My Jrst child was born in 1990; my second in 1993. My pediatrician never ever

mentioned chicken pox with them, but they got the typical infant & childhood shots.  When my third child was born in 1996, at a 2-3

month visit, the pediatrician was PUSHING the new chicken pox shot. I asked the reason for it & she said “Oh, many people die

from the chicken pox!” I told her I’d never ever heard of any. She argued that a lot of people do die of it. I said NO and never went

back to that ohce again & switched to a family doctor who didn’t care what/if shots we gave the kids. It was around that time that

a friend shared a book detailing studies being done around the world showing correlation between shots & autism, AIDS, etc. from

that point on my kids got no more shots! That was when I started distrusting the medical business.
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Spot on, most are benign and the few to be signiJcant are fairly rare. It also seems at this point to have the benign diseases is to

have Creations Vaccines creating a healthy immune system to in some cases handle the more signiJcant diseases. The

interference seems to be opening up larger territories for diseases we once never knew existed because before we had developed

the tools to deal with them. It also seems the movement of bacteria & virus throughout the many lifeforms of the world are a kind

of software update to our human biology. A communication with the whole of Creation with us so to speak. So, agree, the tradeoffs

before the Scam-demic/s do not seem to be anything for the better.
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Cabochon
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Our mother used to warn us: “If you believe all you hear, you will eat all you see.” Trust is like a rare migratory bird, gardenbe. It will

come back to nest where it knows it is safe but never again to a site destroyed. The medics, politicians, bureaucrats, banks - and

the rest of the pushers of the ohcial narrative - once they lose our trust will have to work very hard to regain it. Trust must be

earned. But the other side of the coin is that it takes two to tango - we too must take responsibility for the lies we believe without

Jrst verifying their antecedents.

Probably the greatest compliment you can pay a person is to say you trust them. The advice we were given during natural health

training when for example buying supplements: Jnd a site you know and trust. As for the pursuit of money and power for its own

sake, we all know Shakespeare’s phrase “All that glisters is not gold” but the rest of the quote is more relevant to our times: “ .often

have you heard that told: many a man his life hath sold .gilded tombs do worms enfold”.
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brianallen1
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ONLY 44% believe what the CDC says? That's about 44% too high.
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brodiebrock12
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Right Brian 44%...seriously? Anyone who has been paying attention knows there is not way ANYone should trust the CDC, FDA, NIH

WHO and other agencies at this point. Even though this corruption has been seething for decades and decades within these

entities, the brazen overt nature these past 2.8 years post whu-`u lab release in China was massively exposing, and some would

say a silver-lining amidst the crimes against humanity. 44%...no F way or even close.
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Agreed!
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Doesn't say much for the intelligence of our population.
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According to this, most parents aren't buying the shot BS for their kids:

www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/covid-19-vaccination-rate.. . The fun part is where they rank each state based on its share

of the vaxxed in this category. My beloved Vermont, least populous state in the union, comes in at #2. These damn liberals haven't a clue

what they're doing to their own.
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great web site, thanks for the link
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rrealrose
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Yes, good chart. Bad news is they are working to roll the annual `u shot into the covid mRNA shot, as a tri-valient shot available

this fall. So although parents may not be taking their toddlers in for shots in any great numbers, the `u shot is moving towards

Tony Fauci's vision of a universal `u shot. Guess what kids get in their "back to school" medical visit each year, eh? Sorry, this is the

program and everyone needs to be aware of the intended direction in order to grasp the idiotocracy going on at the FDA/CDC and

HHS right now. What Te`on Tony wants, Tony gets, and this is AZT all over again.
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rrealrose, good point. While I believe that Te`on Tony's days of freedom are numbered (wishful thinking, anyway), his game is a

slippery one. Yet another reason why my girls don't go to "well visits" (or to conventional allopathic doctors) and why I'm grateful

for exemptions. Both are fully unvaxxed, not even a vitamin k shot. Of course, if the masks return this fall, then I may not even need

to worry about sending them to school, so exemptions will be a moot point.
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Rreal; I remind you that this year's `u shot will be the "Universal Flu Shot" (mRNA) that they tried rolling out during the H1N1

disaster, in 2009. They failed then; they're not failing now. They now have lies and deception down to a Jne art. The eugenics

program is just getting started!
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imaginal110
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Leftist, liberal folks, me for many many years, tend to be well-intentioned and kind. But that very quality can bring with it a naive

complacency. Waking up includes the willingness to see deceit, including in ourselves. I liked the hard edge of Isaiah quoted

above.
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SaritaSarah
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I may have you beat. I live in Puerto Rico, a U.S. colony. We’re 95% vaxxed. Kids 6 months old and up are vaxxed at a high rate here

(80%? I’m looking for proof but I know that the island has administered 7.3 million jabs on a population of 3.2 million people.  It’s

unconscionable what they’re doing to grownups and kids: dooming them to early death or an AI.
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Good_Hands
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Sarita, sounds as though we live in statistically similar areas. Of course, it's certainly not a contest that I WANT to win. I live in the

most vaccinated town in the most vaccinated county in the most vaccinated state in the contiguous 48 plus Alaska and Hawaii. I'm

surrounded by jibber jabbers. If there's any truth to the theory that these things shed, then I'm screwed. Time to live fast and loose,

while I still can!
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Can you imagine the regret??? I fully expect some parents will not be able to deal with it.
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Washington State - full of idiots is number 5 - the regret will be immense.
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Something that both freaks me out and us fascinating at the same time is that the mRNA jabs for both monkey pox and smallpox were

made available prior to the announcement that either was an issue. Smallpox was eradicated by 1972, so anyone who didn’t get the

vaccine is, according to the CDC, at risk. These evil people are ready and I hope they don’t unleash smallpox too. Hard to believe this

wasn’t all pre-planned decades ago.
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This what you must know. 2020 whu-`u lab release China was planned and orchestrated well before 2020.Why people keep

forgetting about that is odd to me. What should be scary is we know who did it and those very same people are in the very same

positions and some have received signiJcant raises paid by US (WE THE PEOPLE).Think about that...we reward these criminals for

the past 2.8 years since whu-`u lab release. We know who these people are and yet nary a scratch of accountability ANYwhere to

be seen. What rational mind believes anything changes?
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Jackaroni
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Whatever you do, don't accept any free blankets from the government!
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I believe everything is planned decades ago. When you look at history, look at all the wars, you can see a relationship to the big

picture of world gov't. But you have to go far beyond the history books in schools and universities because they contain

propaganda written for the general consumption of those inclined to believe them in the Jrst place. A good start is to read true

history of the Protestant Reformation by JA Wylie or Merle D'Aubigne, then you see the true origin of evil which continues to engulf

the world in strife and wars by their own desires of power. Edmond Paris wrote an excellent book on the wars, The Secret History

of the Jesuits. A real eye-opener of the revenge capabilities of the vatican on the world.
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Four year olds in Ontario can choose their genders without their parents' knowledge. Parents can be charged if they Jnd out and

object. Mask mandates will return to Ontario & Quebec shortly New Ontario Health Chief works for PJzer PJzer about to expand

monkeypox testing and create panic They plan to introduce Lyme disease vaccine They are going to muddy the waters by injecting

you with so many vaccines, no one will be able to discipher which one caused what damage Their goal is a 50% reduction in

farming. Holland nitrogen laws are about to be enacted in the Canada and the US. Bill Gates owns the federally subsidized, largest

ever, bug farm in London Ont. rumble.com/v1d4iyp-new-intel-from-canada-with-chris-sky-must-watch.htm..
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I remember reading - MANY years ago that they were digging up small pox corpses and extracting "materiel" - I hope I heard

incorrectly but I don't think that is the case. It sounded like something from a horror movie... I asked myself WHY would they do

this?? I think I know now. The smallpox poke poke poke was the last thing I have had injected into my body, many years ago. I have

NEVER gotten a `u shot, nor will I ever do so. The only other was the Sabin polio vaccine (I got the sugar cube in 5th grade. ) You

might want to read "Dr. Mary's Monkey" by Edward T. Haslam. EVERYTHING we have been told has been a lie.  God Bless.
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The claim that we cannot use the VAERS system to show causation is nonsense. It is simply a method of hiding the reality that "in pure

theory" there is no known technique to show prove causation. We can use VAERS to demonstrate causation that is worthy of further

investigation.
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We are many; They are few.. Inspiration and Insights. Canada's Fringe Majority and India's Dr Vandana Shiva. 5 minutes..

drtrozzi.org/.../we-are-many-they-are-few  Hold the line people! We must win!
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www.hollywoodlanews.com/canadian-doctors-dead  Four Canadian Doctors in Toronto Area Died Last Week Very interesting video

regarding the technology they are spraying in the sky “I WAS THE DOCTOR TREATING THE PILOTS WHO WERE A FLYING AND

SPRAYING THE CHEMTRAILS”. www.bitchute.com/.../Dtc1NFAM5yOE
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If politicians didn't receive campaign contributions from Big Pharma, this so called vaccine would never have made it to market. We need

to end this sell-out of America to the highest bidder, NOW!
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Their true intent is indemniJcation and parental humiliation
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My eldest child is ready for high school and we’ve been looking for private high schools as well as moving out of state. I have called a

plethora of private Catholic high schools nationwide, mostly red states, Including Texas. Each and every private Catholic school I called

requires/mandates ALL childhood vaccines and NOT ONE allows for a religious exemption. How is it that Catholic schools do not accept

religious exemptions? They all Answered with “they were following their Archdiocese.” In addition, the required TDAP shot per CDC that is

required for 7th grade is the same exact shot and dosage that an adult would get for Tetanus. Adults do not get a Tetanus ONLY shot,

they receive a combo TDAP shot, which includes Tetanus.

Most doctors (all my Doctors anyway) call it a Tetanus shot but it’s a combo Shot! Why on earth would a young child, going through

puberty, be required to receive the same combo vaccine dose as an adult?! Thank you Dr. Mercola, for all the information that you bring to

light -I’ve been following you for years! I learn so much from the comments as well! Could you please write an article about our messed

up American blood supply: 1) what happens with blood transfusions when receiving blood from a vaccinated person? 2) can HIV

medicine keep the Blood from detecting HIV in it now?
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Have you heard of Archbishop Vigano? www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/facing-global-coup-involves-civil-soc..
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Unfortunatelly, the church dignitaries are following the secular politicians who have limited and temporary power, and not God the

Almighty. Thats why we cannot rely on these corrupt dignitaries but follow Gods word and teaching of our Lord Jesus Christ - what

the Church dignitaries have to do with the physical health of individual persons, what makes them specialist in vaccines and health

issues, did they study medicine or something else? Have they themselves been vaccinated against covid-19? In conclusion, they

have no authority in health issues since they have no professional knowledge in imunity, vaccines, and medicine in general. So, the

best advice is not listening to them in area they have no idea about.
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Vaccines for anything, were never the answer to achieving and maintaining one's health! If you eat nutritious food, exercise

regularly and get plenty of fresh air (if you can Jnd it) and sun; you will have no use for Big Pharma! I know, I don't. Big Pharma is

nothing less than a Criminal Cartel! They've killed inJnitely more people than the maJa ever could.
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This is astonishing that you were unable to Jnd a school anywhere. I'm a returning Catholic near Ottawa, Canada - raised Catholic

but absent for many years. Our diocese is woke, locked down, etc. The pope is currently in Canada apologizing to indigenous

Canadians for residential schools. There were many abuses no doubt - just being separated from Mum and Dad when young is

traumatic - but the story of widespread graves, implying murder, is largely or entirely fake news. (Epoch Times had some great

reportage on this.) Many natives succumbed to tuberculosis back in the day.  I had Catholic education through university and it

was, at least in my case, not very value driven or helpful. The church has an education problem! I would recommend frank

conversations about all this with children around the dinner table. Home religious schooling. Warren Farrell's book The Boy Crisis

has good stuff about conversing with sons. Good luck with this important work!
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My daughters are homeschooling. No vaccines required.
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I realize it's not possible for everyone to do, but HOME SCHOOLING is the best for all. Besides the vaccines, there are so many

other reasons why it's important to home school these days.......even long before now.
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Its simple - the DEVIL wants the innocent children. Big Pharma is his mechanism and ignorant parents are the vehicle. I say ignorant

because they CHOOSE to be so. I can only imagine the regret when their precious child is sick and worse. The Lord said - you must be as

an innocent child to go through the gates of heaven - The FIRST order of business for the new congress and senate is to DESTROY

Satan's vehicle and rid us of the CDC and NIH.  God Bless.
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So, how do you get a new altruistic Senate and Congress? Anyone who WANTS to have power already has selJsh intentions. The

only way to achieve ethical representation is to recruit qualiJed people who do NOT want power. Good luck with that. Similar to

even the lowliest Security positions. The people that want to be Security in a community usually abuse what little power and

authority they are permitted. I would make a great Security person where I live because I would not want to do it and I would never

play favorites to anyone. Everyone would hate me because I would treat everyone equally but I would be very effective. Human

nature dictates that anyone who wants to be in power should not be in power.
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History will show this as the greatest mass genocide ever. Oh, Lord Jesus come quickly!
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Amen - I pray every day for this scourge to be over - Satan wants the innocent children, he must never get them. He uses lies and

dumbed down parents listening to his lies, to sacriJce their children to him. You can feel the evil.  God Bless.
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The article states, "The stark truth we now face is that the FDA and CDC are no longer in the business of protecting public health."  "We

MUST NOW face" they are "NO LONGER in the business of protecting public health?" C'mon. NONE of the federal regulatory agencies have

EVER been in place to protect any citizen, even though WE citizens pay them with our tax money without our consent. These agencies are

only about the money, kickbacks and the overreach of the federal government. Always has been and always will be. Thanks to the 16th

Amendment of the Constitution ratiJed in 1913..
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It is no longer "Of the People, for the People" but "Of Big Corporations, for Big Corporations", and has been for far too long.
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Science is the new religion, they are without excuse, from march of 2020 when social media (conditioning) was used to evaluate the

effectiveness of the fear campaign and pliability of the masses by having a social media toilet paper shortage cause the majority of

people to rush out and buy selJsh amounts of tp they had their signal- good to go Then the masks -good to go Then the rushed poison

death shots, in BC 90 plus percent took this and 50 plus percent are said to be continuing to boost Unfortunately in a "democracy" even

without voter fraud, stupid, ignorant, fearful people devoid of reasoning and robbed of the truth votes count equal to those aware of the

truth. When business owners willingly shut down and then willingly impose a "passport" we know we are in for a Jght. There is One who

has all power may you Jnd Him now.
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Quote:   "COVID was clearly a health emergency for adults in 2020. By contrast, the urgency now feels political," Finley writes. "In fact, we

don't know if the vaccines are safe and effective. The rushed FDA action was based on extremely weak evidence. It's one thing to show

regulatory `exibility during an emergency. But for children, COVID isn't an emergency. The FDA bent its standards to an unusual degree

and brushed aside troubling evidence that warrants more investigation.".
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There never was an emergency. Had China kept quiet about the infections occurring there, the world would have never known any

difference. The mask mandates, lockdowns, ventilators, and Remdesivir is what killed most people. People died due to putting off

medical procedures and/or just the pure fear of entering a medical facility. Then when you went to see a doctor you got the

Covid-19 run around. I'll give you a perfect example that actually happened to me in March 2021. Just an FYI, I have a history of

gallstones, gallbladder infections, and bile duct infections. I was warned of future issues that would include my pancreas

(pancreatitis) if I didn’t have my gallbladder removed.

Well, I didn’t have it removed. I was told at age 31 it would have to be removed by age 40. Here I am at age 57 and it’s still there

doing its job! That's where Mar 2021 comes in. I was having pain after eating in the lower left chest/abdomen area. I self

diagnosed it as pancreatitis (no surprise). I contacted my Gastroenterologist to request an examination. Because of the close

proximity of the pancreas and the heart they said I had to go to the emergency to rule out a heart attack AND COVID-19!

I was pissed, but I Jgured what the heck? Maybe the ER can give me some meds for the pancreatitis and I’ll avoid having to see a

Gastroenterologist. I get there, get tested for C-19, get blood work, and then get an EKG. Everything was good. So I asked to be

cleared to see the Gastro One Clinic. He said "NO......we need to do another EKG". I was furious! I had to wait nearly 3 more hours

to do another EKG and once again it was PERFECT! So he brings me in for Jnal counseling and rules out a heart attack. All the

numbers are perfect.
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So he makes an appointment with a CARDIOLOGIST, not my GASTROENTEROLOGIST! YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS UP!! I’m like WTF? I

said “I’m having pancreatitis. I need to see my Gastroenterologist, not a cardiologist”. He asked me why I keep insisting that I have

pancreatitis. I told him I HAVE A HISTORY of this. Then I showed him my bloodwork he claimed was perfect. My glucose was 136!!!

I purposely brought my biometric screening from 2 weeks prior that showed my glucose at 76. I knew the game the medical

system would play. They always go the heart disease rout because that’s their #1 money maker!

His reply was “Oh that’s because you were fasting then”. I said, “DUDE! I HAVE NOT EATEN IN 48 HOURS!.....EATING CAUSES TOO

MUCH PAIN.....I HAVE STOMACH PROBLEMS, NOT HEART PRPOBLEMS!" He just shrugged his shoulders and scheduled me for

ANOTHER EKG! So I go get a whole-body-EKG and once a gain I pass with `ying colors. The Cardiologist even questioned why I

was there. I told him I need clearance to make an appointment with at Gastro One for pancreatitis. He straight up said there’s

nothing wrong with my heart, but that he couldn’t clear me. The original Physician that sent me to him would have to clear me.

So he sends the EKG results to the ER Physician and he DECLINES! Rather than give me a clean bill of health so I can see my

Gastroenterologist, he arranges ANOTHER EKG! This one included a treadmill (stress test). I passed that one with `ying colors as

well. By now 2 weeks has gone by and I had lost about 10 pounds from not being able to eat. Now I owe them more than $3,000. I

told them I wasn’t paying because I went there for pancreatitis and they treated me as a heart attack victim, not once, or twice, but

4 times! It appears I’m going to have to get a lawyer and sue for malpractice.
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Jim, you have a hell of a lot more patience than me. I would have snapped long ago. Of course, this is why I never go near doctors.

I'm sorry you have to.
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That is because they are SATANISTS.......and this IS what SATANISTS DO! These are LITERAL, RITUAL KILLINGS by SATANISTS! (FYI: I

am not a 'bible thumper'; not 'religious'. I am merely stating THE OBVIOUS!)
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People cannot sit idly by .This evil must be stopped in it's tracks immediately. Don't fall for it.! Say"NO" and spread the word.
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CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE USED AS LAB RATS!!!
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Perhaps the Worst
Thing to Do if You Can't
Sleep
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'The stark truth we now face is that the FDA and CDC are no longer in the business of protecting public health.' That has been the case for

120 years, So, now what? All I see is a lot solemn faces tsk tsk - ing and saying how awful it all is and then going back to their day. The

dominoes started to fall during WW2. How long do you really think we have?
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Maxwell53
Joined On 3/23/2021 7:53:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Covid" doesn't exist- it is all lies. Protocols killed people not some virus from Venus. Covid was simply the rebranding of multiple normal

illnesses, validated by an invalid PCR test and hyped through a mass media machine which is controlled by the same industry that

beneJts from the belief in "Covid." "Covid" was invented to provide cover for the massive economic program of total control being rolled

out. If this were being done absent a smokescreen people would never allow it.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are all under attack during this covid time, which I think of as a killing time, but it does seem like they especially Target the the very

young and the very old. It is like we are raising a generation to be terriJed of basic respiratory infections, and even terriJed of the Earth's

atmosphere, ominously referred to as the weather.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Homo homini lupus is a Latin proverb meaning "A man is a wolf to another man," or more tersely "Man is wolf to man." It has meaning in

reference to situations where people are known to have behaved in a way comparably in nature to a wolf. The wolf as a creature is

thought, in this example, to have qualities of being predatory, cruel, inhuman i.e. more like an animal than civilized.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Finley then goes on to discuss effectiveness, noting that while the shots initially seemed to offer robust protection for adults, the same

cannot be said for children. The Moderna shot was only 51% effective against symptomatic Omicron infection in 6-month-olds to

2-year-olds, and a mere 37% effective in 2- to 5-year-olds." -- So; the nanobot shot is either offering "robust protection" or 'partially'

"protecting" - against a disease that they never had to worry about in the Jrst place? In other words...they're going to "protect" me against

something that is a NOTHING! The "disease" IS the nanobot shot! I won't read any further; just in case "stupid" is contagious! Cognitive

Dissonance and Mass Formation, is where this society is living!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Caution, stupid CAN be contagious. Just begin exposing yourself to MSM propaganda long enough and keep watching the

FLASHES on the screen.
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Randyfast
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Brian; you don't need to worry about convid - there's a new threat in town - $MonkeyBusiness$! They are already "protecting"

people against it. -- It's gotten to the point where I have to dodge people on the sidewalk, so they don't run into me...the masked

ones, who's eyes are glued to their cellphone - totally and utterly oblivious! When I mention the Zombie Apocalypse; I'm not just

being funny. I'm witnessing it everywhere I go!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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I can't believe anyone is still going along with this BS. The CDC & FDA never had any credibility in my opinion. In my lifetime, I can't think

of a single thing they have done that made my health or quality of life better. These are the 2 most useless/corrupt Federal agencies on

the planet. Yet somehow they still exist and MSM reports on everything these agencies say like it's the words of GOD or something. Fox

isn't much better. Fox is just the opposite side of the same coin of a failed currency .
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are a globalist or a communist and you want to depopulate the world, and in particular to exterminate caucasians and

heterosexuals and replace them with a new population under your control, the most ehcient strategy is to attack the young and the

newborn. The virus was created by Fraudci, Collins and Moderna in order to generate the "vaccine", and it is the bioweapon jabs that will

do the depopulating and allow the resetting and the replacing.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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At the risk of repeating myself for the hundredth time: Covid is a mass distraction and a means to an end.
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perriermike
Joined On 9/24/2021 8:49:34 AM
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correct and as per Judy Mikovits it is infection by injection
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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What is going on here! I had to do the "captcha" three times! The Jrst two times, the checkmark just disappeared. Before I read any

further...a comment on this INSANITY: "The Food and Drug Administration issued the EUA June 17, and the very next day, the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention recommended all toddlers get the shot as soon as possible. President Biden called it "a very historic

milestone, a monumental step forward." But is it?" -- The very fact that the majority of humanity has fallen for this total psyops/fraud - is

extremely concerning and alarming! What is it about; "I am not sick; and my baby isn't sick" (and haven't been, throughout this entire fake

pandemic) don't they understand?! There is no monster virus stalking you! Either wake up and stand up - or die on your knees!
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AnthonyHalifax
Joined On 6/19/2022 1:28:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is this site promoting the idea that Covid actually exists? It's all about Eugenesists who want to Depopulate the world for the WEF

Klaus Schwab Great Reset Agenda 21/30 ! The only reason for the VAX is to Kill and Maim and Sterilise people!
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whether there is or is not that speciJc virus, the PCR tests don’t differentiate between ANY viruses. So you’re right about the

agenda. People need to STOP taking the tests! My adult son & his family were sick last week & someone asked me if they had

Covid. I calmly replied, “No, just a cold with sni~es & congestion “. The response was “Oh, that’s good”!  But a neighbor, ( I was

checking the other day on some herbs i’d given her) said she had Covid. I took her some elderberry syrup, vitamin C & soup. When I

was leaving she said, “I don’t know why I got this. I’ve had both shots & a booster.”  I told her she may want to avoid getting any

more since it appears that most people getting sick had the shots. She agreed.  I feel sad and frustrated for nice people believing &

doing what is told without researching & without caution.
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gardenbe - agree. Why aren't more people independent thinkers?   If you want truthfulness - you are going to have to search for it.
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Randyfast
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I'm having a "Shaking my head" party...you're welcome, if you'd like to join in. Nobody I know, or have seen, have been sick at all,

from the beginning of this Covid Con. After the nanobot shot...that's an entirely different matter!
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brianallen1
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Because the good doctor's hands are tied. Too much truth results in the removal of his site. Be grateful for the knowledge we still

can glean.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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I just talked to a woman who said her friends had the sni~es and thought they just had the common cold, but got tested for Covid

"just in case". Sure enough, the tests were positive! Good thing they got tested! I had to bite my lip to keep from screaming that the

tests are for corona viruses in general and that the common cold IS a corona virus!!! I didn't say anything because this woman is

100% into the Covid myth and a Jght would have erupted at a pleasant social event and she wouldn't have changed her mind

anyway. Idiots.
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Swampy59
Joined On 6/25/2017 2:49:00 PM
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This article is not the original regarding use of Hydrogen Peroxide as co vid deterrent. Wheres the original?
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vdesjardins
Joined On 5/28/2021 3:41:05 AM
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Dr. Mercola's articles are taken down after 48 hours. Here is a link to the PDF for the article you are looking for:

Jle:///F:/1.%20HEALTH%20&%20VACCINE%20INFORMATION%20ORGANIZED/DOCTORS,%20RESEARCHERS,%20SCIENTISTS,%20

ETC/JOSEPH%20MERCOLA/hydrogen-peroxide-prevents-covid-19-pdf.pdf
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If that article is more than 2 days old, it comes off this site and is no longer available. So when you try to go back to it if you kept

the page open in your internet, it will change to one of the current articles for the current 2 days. If you like an article, you can save

it.  He put a pdf download for every article at the top of the page. The only thing you don’t get is any videos embedded. But some

videos are also available on other sites, so you can watch them & save them on playlists or bookmark the pages on those other

sites.
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deeprootsathome.com/dr-mercola-nebulized-peroxide-the-single-most-effe..     I use Celtic Sea Salt for making the saline solution.
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